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Franking machines

The right choice for high 
volume mailing

IS-6000c
Simple, ergonomic operations
The IS-6000c is designed with the operator in mind. 
At a first glance, you will notice all mailing operations 
are controlled from the same area, creating the ideal 
ergonomic workspace. The modular and flexible design 
of this system allows operators to adjust and place 
components within an arm’s reach, minimising the 
range of motion, providing optimal work-flow  
and comfort.

•  The height adjustable 15” touch screen moves 
backwards and forwards, swivels left and right, and 
moves up and down, providing a comfortable working 
environment for all of the operators using this system.

•  All screens display large descriptive buttons and 
prompts, making navigation a breeze. Cool shades of 
blue minimise eye strain and fatigue. Operators can 
create rate shortcuts, rate favourites, and customised 
menu keys, all on the home screen.

•  The added comfort of a full keyboard will help 
improve usage of account and departmental set ups.

Specifications

Operational efficiency

Speed (batch processing) Up to 260 LPM

Dynamic Weighing Speed Up to 140 LPM

Large 15” Control Panel Colour Touch Screen

Maximum Envelope Thickness 20mm

Label Dispenser Automatic

Preset jobs 15

Connection type LAN, WiFi

Mail quality and security

Advertising Slogans 8 standard

Mail Class Automatically 
Printed 

Yes

Incoming Mail Date Stamp Yes

Adjustable Water Flow for 
Sealer

Yes

Budget optimisation

Account reporting and control up to 500 depts

neoFunds® Yes

Quadient Mail Accounting 
Software (9999 depts)

Option

Permanent Print Head Yes

Ultra High Capacity Ink Tank Yes

Online Management

Postal Rate Change Downloads Yes

Low Ink E-mail Alerts Yes

View Postage Usage Online  
(£, pieces)

Yes

Advanced Reporting Yes

System dimensions (length x depth x height)

Mailing system with catch tray 150 x 64 x 36

Mailing system with dynamic 
scale and catch tray

198 x 64 x 36

Power conveyor stacker 102 x 36 x 30

Adjustable control panel height 84 cm

Peripherals

Dynamic Scale Optional

Weighing Platforms 3, 5, 10, 30kg

Differential Weighing Optional

Barcode Scanner Optional

USB Mass Storage Optional

External USB Report Printer Optional

About Quadient?

Quadient is the driving force behind the world’s

most meaningful customer experiences. By 

focusing on four key solution areas including 

Customer Experience Management, Business 

Process Automation, Mail-related Solutions, and 

Parcel Locker Solutions, Quadient helps simplify 

the connection between people and what matters.

Quadient supports hundreds of thousands of

customers worldwide in their quest to create

relevant, personalized connections and achieve

customer experience excellence. Quadient is listed 

in compartment B of Euronext Paris (QDT) and 

belongs to the SBF 120 index.

For more information about Quadient,  

visit www.quadient.co.uk

Quadient® and the Quadient logo are registered trademarks of Quadient group AG. All other
company and product names may be trademarks and are the property of their respective
owners. All information in this document, including descriptions of features, functions,
performance and specifications is subject to change without written notice at any time.

www.quadient.co.uk
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The right choice in high volume solutions

Maximum Reliability and Uptime

Quadient observed high volume mailing machine operators and listened to high volume mail customers to design 

the next generation mailing system. The IS-6000c delivers simple ergonomic operations; investment protection 

and cost savings; reliable production and maximum uptime. 

Whether you are adhering to time critical deadlines or changes in your daily routine, the bottom line is the work 
must get done. Tested to 30 million cycles, the IS-6000c is always ready for the challenge. Combining best in class 
ergonomics with a finely engineered machine, the IS-6000c has what it takes to maximize throughput including. 

The advanced modular design allows you to configure a system 
where you only purchase the components, apps, and options that 
you need, eliminating overspending.

New ink and printing technology provides maximum return on 
your investment. Say good-bye to the additional consumable cost 
of print heads. Each IS-6000c comes standard with a permanent 
print head designed to last the life of the mailing system.

IS-6000c Series

Ergonomically engineered for 
maximum productivity and output

 Weighing platforms

•  Weigh oversized mail pieces, 
media, and parcels

•  3,5,10 or 30 kg capacity 
available

  Mixed mail feeder

•  Eliminate hand sorting by 
size or weight

•  Processes common 
envelopes (nested and  
non-nested) and postcards 
with ease

 Full Keyboard

•  The added comfort of a full 
keyboard makes set up and 
mail processing a breeze

 Ergonomic workstation

•  Designed especially for the 
IS-6000c, this ergonomic 
workstation creates a 
comfortable workspace

•  Adjustable shelving is great 
for holding supplies

•  Dual locking doors provide 
additional storage and 
security

 Dynamic scale

•  Automatically categorises 
mail based on shape and 
weight

•  Accurately rates mail at 
speeds up to 140 letters  
per minute

•  Royal Mail ‘Price in 
Proportion’ compliant

 Power Conveyor Stacker

•  Provides consistent feeding 
and stacking capacity

•  Decreases work-steps 
to achieve maximum 
throughput

 15” colour touch screen

•  Adjustable screen position 
provides maximum comfort 
for all operators

•  Large descriptive prompts 
and buttons make navigation 
simple

IS-6000c Series
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Manage Mailing, Reporting and Parcel Shipments 
from one centralised interface

Take control of your postage expenses 
with NeoStats

•  Select package type and weigh your item

•  Enter shipping address

•  Choose delivery date and service

•  Print and attach label

Ship parcels directly from your desktop 
in 4 simple steps with Neoship

With flexible reporting at your fingertips, monitoring and 
controlling postage expenses has never been easier.

• Save time and eliminate errors often seen with manual 
postage reconciliation;

• Create spreadsheets and colourful graphs in minutes; 

• Track mail expenses and recoup costs through chargeback

Slogan library

Choose from a 
collection of 

NEOPOST slogans

Improve the Impact of your mailpiece 
with NeoSlogan

• Add your logo, strapline, marketing messages or slogans

• Choose from free of charge library images


